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7:00pm Three Queens (4.4) 7:00pm Elizabeth/RIII (4.4) DAY/DATE: Wednes. 1/27
9:00pm Ladies Visit (4.1) 8:00pm Bucking/RIII (4.2) Rehearsal #: 36
11:00pm End of Day 9:00pm Page 409-410 (5.8) Location: Semel

10:00pm Fight Choreography Start: 7:13pm
End: 10:58pm

1. No general notes at this time. 

1. Thank you for showing stage management the video of the trap movements!
SCENIC: 

TODAY'S SCHEDULE: TOMORROW'S SCHEDULE GENERAL INFO:

REHEARSAL SUMMARY

GENERAL NOTES/ALL DEPARTMENTS:

*see daily call for specifics*

Today, we reviewed some of the scenes from Act 2 that we hadn't worked since before winter break.
The cast is getting more and more familiar with their props and costume pieces and the blocking
is being tweaked and fine-tuned! The cast is very well off-book and we are looking forward to our
runs of the show next week!

1. No notes at this time.  Thank you!
LIGHTING:

COSTUMES:

3. Maureen would like to talk about Stanley's heels! (Most likely at our production meeting.)

1. Lindsay (Duchess') shoes are peeling on one of the heels--there seems to be a small chip that is
pulling up.  We will drop them in the shop this evening!
2. In the interior scenes, we would prefer that the Duchess not have her furs, turban, or purse.
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2. Do we have the Semel confirmed from 1pm-4pm on Friday 1/29 for vocal sessions?

1. No notes at this time.  Thank you!

GENERAL MANAGEMENT:
1. No notes at this time.  Thank you!

1. See prop notes #1 and #3.

1. No notes at this time.  Thank you!

FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHY:
1. See prop note #4.

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT:

SOUND/MUSIC:

DRAMATURGY:

1. Can we get some gallon ziplock bags to organize and label the frogs and belts for characters?
2. We asked on the 8th to have some rehearsal earpieces for the bluetooths--can we have something
that would work for these in rehearsal to see if Maureen wants to stick to this idea?
3. We have some weapons we are not using.  What is the best way to return these to the armory. 
4. Richard's broadsword is missing ~1/2" of black leather at the top of the sheath. Could we look 
into repairing or adding leather here?

PROPS:


